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Cisco is almost synonymous with networking.There is almost no area of networking in which
Cisco is not a key player, or is not making inroads.You name it Cisco makes it—routers, switches,
firewalls, management software, and so on. It can be quite an undertaking to locate and acquire
all of the information needed to configure, monitor, and manage these discrete Cisco parts of a
network.

Our goal in assembling this book is to create a handy resource for networking (and internetworking)
with Cisco.We called on our experiences as networkers to identify and produce information
that would be particularly useful consolidated into a single source.The result is what you
now hold in your hands.

We know firsthand how rapidly technology changes, and that there are many hidden methods
that have not yet been documented.You will discover many of these methods as you configure
the topics discussed in this book.

Chapter 1 provides useful information about Cisco networking products, such as its Internet
Operating System (IOS), its routers, and its switches. Cisco has standardized management sessions
that you will establish to configure Cisco hardware and software.

A fundamental knowledge of networking technologies is essential.This chapter provides a
working knowledge of local area network (LAN) technologies while wide area networking (WAN)
is covered in Chapter 2.We review network fundamentals in this chapter, as they are a building
block to information presented elsewhere in this book. It is important to know and understand the
different network technologies, their specific operations, and how they interoperate, if at all.
The Cisco operating systems (OSs) are the heart of all Cisco hardware.Without an OS to tie
it all together, the hardware would be just so much silicon and metal.You need to understand
how the software and hardware interoperate and their interdependent relationship.The ability to
configure and deploy both successfully is your goal, regardless of whether you are doing it to pass
an exam, or enhancing your production network.
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Make: Electronics: Learning Through DiscoveryMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		"This is teaching at its best!"

		

		--Hans Camenzind, inventor of the 555 timer (the world's most successful integrated circuit), and author of Much Ado About Almost Nothing: Man's Encounter with the Electron (Booklocker.com)

	
		"A fabulous book: well written, well paced, fun,...
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PySpark SQL Recipes: With HiveQL, Dataframe and GraphframesApress, 2019

	
		
			Carry out data analysis with PySpark SQL, graphframes, and graph data processing using a problem-solution approach. This book provides solutions to problems related to dataframes, data manipulation summarization, and exploratory analysis. You will improve your skills in graph data analysis using graphframes and see how to...
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Free Calculus: A Liberation from Concepts and ProofsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
Conventional calculus is too hard and too complex. Students are forced to learn too many theorems and proofs. In Free Calculus, the author suggests a direct approach to the two fundamental concepts of calculus -- differentiation and integration -- using two inequalities. Regular calculus is condensed into a single concise chapter. This makes the...
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Professional Windows DNA: Building Distributed Web Applications with VB, COM+, MSMQ, SOAP, and ASPWrox Press, 2000
Building distributed web applications is a wide-ranging topic, covering a variety of technologies and techniques. Windows DNA is the name given to the combination of traditional n-tier architecture with the intrinsic Windows 2000 services, including COM+, MSMQ, and Active Directory.  Using this architecture, you can design and build scalable...
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Facebook and Twitter For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A fun and easy social media guide for the over-55 set


	People over 55 were the fastest-growing user group on Facebook in the first half of 2009, and they’re flocking to Twitter at a faster rate than their under-20 grandchildren. From basic information about establishing an Internet connection to rediscovering old...
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Advanced R Statistical Programming and Data Models: Analysis, Machine Learning, and VisualizationApress, 2019

	
		Carry out a variety of advanced statistical analyses including generalized additive models, mixed effects models, multiple imputation, machine learning, and missing data techniques using R. Each chapter starts with conceptual background information about the techniques, includes multiple examples using R to achieve results, and...
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